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Vancouver style

From this issue the BMJ is switching to the Vancouver style,
a system designed to increase uniformity in scientific journals
in the technical aspects of editing such as referencing. Already
over 100 biomedical journals (p 23)-including all the BMA
specialist journals-have agreed to use the style, and before
long it could become the standard format. We hope that the
problems caused by this change will be compensated by the
time saved for authors and their secretaries in redrafting
manuscripts from the Harvard to the numbering system when
resubmitting a rejected article to another journal. Journals,
too, should find that a uniform, agreed style keeps subeditorial
costs to a minimum.

Originally the Vancouver group consisted only of full-time
editors of biomedical journals published in English, but it has
nowN been enlarged to include representatives of part-time
editors and international journals. At future meetings it plans
to discuss a code defining dual publication, increasing the use
of SI units, and developing more uniform standards for
abbreviations.
The second change starting in this week's BMJ is the use

of consecutive volume numbers, which we hope will help
authors, librarians, and readers alike. As before, there will be
two volumes a year, but we shall start with No 280, so taking
account of our earlier issues. To avoid any confusion, volumes
of the BMJ up to 1979 should be cited using lower case roman
figures (i, ii, iii, or iv of each year) instead of arabic ones.

Unsolved problems for
the '80s
If the Thames floods London this winter-and it might-will
the politicians take the blame? The hazard has been plain to
see since the North Sea floods of 1953, and with the peak tide
level rising by a centimetre every year the risks are growing
steadily.' With luck, the much delayed barrage across the
lower Thames will give London the protection it needs by
1982, but why the delay? Why have successive Governments
been so slow to act ?

Politicians are conditioned to give priority to short-term
problems-a fact only too familiar to doctors interested in
preventive medicine. The cynical explanation is that our
political leaders are interested only in projects that will give a
return before the next election; the kinder alternative is that
with so many demands on their time and on Government
money they push into the background any questions that do
not have to be answered at once. The Thames barrage is a
clear example of political procrastination taking us dangerously
close to the brink. The same dangerous complacency applies to
many medical hazards and others of far wider concern.
One of the few, lone voices crying in this political wilderness

is that of Dr John Loraine, who for the past 10 years has been
preaching the dangers of global- overpopulation. His latest
book2 continues that theme and also discusses three other
dangers: the impending world-wide shortages of food and of
energy and the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Remote as
these four modern horsemen of the Apocalypse are from most
doctors' day-to-day work, two of them-overpopulation and
shortage of food-have close links with medicine, and on their
own ground doctors are accepted as sources of informed
opinion. Is Loraine right? Should more attention be focused
on those threats to human survival, or is doomwatching simply
a variant of science fiction ?

Overpopulation is no longer a focus of public concern in
the Western world. Most industrial countries have seen their
birthrates decline in the 1970s as efficient contraceptives have
become available and early abortion for contraceptive failure has
become more widely accepted. In both Northern and Western
Europe the annual rate of population increase is now 0 1"1o or
lower. Some nations, such as France, have responded by
offering financial incentives to couples to have more children;
others, especially in Eastern Europe, have made their abortion
laws more restrictive. Yet, as Loraine reminds us, populations
are still growing in the countries of the Third World, which has
750,(' of the earth's people-and where 85°,, of all births now
take place. True, the world's population growth rate has
probably passed its peak: in 1970 it was 2", but in 1978 only
1P70O. Nevertheless, the momentum of growth is such that if
the population became stabilised at an average of two children
per family in the year 2000 total numbers would continue to
grow to a plateau of 8000 million. Loraine believes that the
earliest possible date for stabilisation of the family size is 2020;
and that implies a final world population of 11 000 million (in
1900 it was only 1500 million).

Surely restriction of this awesome total should be a major
concern for the affluent West ? Yet the developed countries
transfer only £250 million a year to the Third World for
family planning programmes; and world-wide, reproductive
biology claims only 2" ,, of government expenditure on
research. On this issue Loraine must be right when he urges a
reappraisal of priorities.

Will there be enough food for all these millions ? Loraine
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reminds us how often forecasts have been too pessimistic:
Paul Ehrlich, doomwatcher and ecologist supreme, claimed in
1968 that in the 1970s "the world will undergo famines-
hundreds of millions of people are going to starve to death."
Loraine himself takes a distributionist view: there would be
plenty to eat for all if the world's resources were divided more
equally. Doctors can play a part in urging a more rational food
policy by reminding the public of the health benefits of diets in
which much of the protein is obtained from cereals. Agri-
cultural productivity could be increased enormously by capital
investment-but that raises the spectre of the dependence of
modern agricultural methods on fossil fuels. Long term,
agriculture must surely be so organised and designed that it
extracts most of its energy from the sun.
The sun-and the possibility of change in the earth's

climate-is rarely included in any list of global concerns.
Despite lucid exposition by popular writers such as Robert
Ardrey3 the possibility that the earth may be engulfed by a new
ice age is generally regarded as a science fiction fantasy. Is
there any solid evidence to support this last doomwatcher's
warning ? John Gribben (of New Scientist) believes that there
is, and he has recently collaborated with Douglas Orgill to
write a fictional account' of what might happen. The basis for
their anxiety is that for most of the earth's recent history (the
past two or three million years) much of its land surface has
been permanently frozen. The "interglacial" period of warm
climate we have experienced for the last 10 000 years is one of
the exceptions, not the normal state: and this interglacial has
lasted longer than any of its predecessors. Where the experts
disagree is on the speed with which the earth could descend
into another ice age (with glacial ice one mile thick at the site
of the city of Chicago). Some of the climatologists cited by
Orgill and Gribben believe that six winters as severe as 1972,
spaced fairly closely together, could return the northern hemi-
sphere to the condition of 20 000 years ago.
Most probably the doomwatchers will prove to be wrong

most of the time-as Paul Ehrlich was shown to be. The
disasters they predict are, however, so serious that governments
and international agencies should take account of them. So far
this seems to happen only when there is prolonged, noisy,
public concern about an issue such as nuclear power. The
countries of the world are now so interdependent that a better
advance warning system is needed-as a matter of urgency.
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Labile hypertension

Patients whose arterial blood pressure is raised at some times
and normal at others are said to have labile or borderline
hypertension. Though no definition of "normal" blood
pressure is really possible, in the WHO classification' (stage 1)
labile hypertension is said to be present when the arterial
blood pressure is sometimes above or sometimes below 140 90
mm Hg. Most doctors are familiar with the patient whose
initial high blood pressure falls to normal on subsequent

visits: thus in a survey of 12 371 people in Charlottesville,
Virginia, labile hypertension was found in 11°', of those
tested.2 The high frequency of labile hypertension has been
attributed:3 to a statistical phenomenon, regression towards
the mean: the higher the arterial pressure is when first
measured, the more likely it is to be lower on subsequent
occasions. This dogma has, however, been disputed.4
The diagnosis of arterial hypertension is usually based on a

single casual recording of the blood pressure, and most
epidemiological data showing the risks of hypertension are
also based on a single blood pressure reading. Since this first
reading may be made under conditions of stress, perhaps not
surprisingly subsequent readings are often lower. Which
reading, however, is the important one, and which should we
use for therapeutic decision making ? In the past patients were
often placed at rest in "near basal" conditions) for 20 to 30
minutes to see if the blood pressurc would fall to normal. If it
did so no treatment would be given. Further studies'; on such
patients have shown that as many as 40', may have raised
levels of blood pressure under routine conditions of home life.
Furthermore, Caldwrell and his colleagues, in a long-term
study of 471 patients, found that casual blood pressure readings
were as accurate predictors of future cardiovascular risks as
"near basal" recordings.7

Arterial blood pressure varies considerably throughout the
day. In normal people the average diurnal variation is 33 mm
Hg systolic and 10 mm Hg diastolic, though changes of even
100 mm Hg systolic and 40 mm Hg diastolic are not
exccptional.i Larger total variations may be scen in persons
who are hypertensive." Direct intravascular monitoring of the
arterial blood pressure in ambulant patients has shown
considerable variability in both systolic and diastolic blood
pressures with a fall during sleep."' In general, there is a good
agreement between direct and indirect (cuff) readings of blood
pressure, though in patients being treated for hypertension
the indirect methods of blood pressure measurement tend to
give pressure readings higher than those shown on direct
recording." Variation in blood pressure is therefore normal,
and perhaps the existence of labile hypertension should not
have been a surprise. Furthermore, while labile hypertension
has been assumed inevitably to proceed to sustained hyper-
tension,' this hypothesis has never actually been tested.
Kannel and his colleagues:' have even suggested recently
that labile hypertension is a myth, using data from the
Framingham study. They suggest that there is no difference
in terms of the risk of stroke, heart disease, or heart failure
between paticnts with labile hypertension and those with
sustained hxv-rtension.

Perhaps the source of the controversy lies in the desire to
attach diagnostic labels to patients. The level of arterial
pressurc represents a continuum, and the desire to attach a
label to one subgroup (such as labile or prchypertension) may
satisfy the physician's innate diagnostic need but it may not
benefit the patient in the long run.1:1 A single blood pressure
reading seems to be a reasonably good predictor of the risk of
events to come: so possibly the higher the initial reading the
more labile the pressure or the greater its diurnal swings.
Labilc hypertension may be a myth but only because it has
been defined inaccurately. We need more information on its
natural history.
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